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See what we bring

Find a solution for your project. Ready to go?

Discover all you need for...

All you need 
to build your  
washroom solution.
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Hygiene is part personal ritual, 
and part life-saving essential. 
For more than a century we 
have worked to understand 
and refine the practice of 
hygiene in the washroom 
setting. Today, more than ever, 
our superior technology and 
research are focused on the 
delivery of intelligent, sustainable 
and durable solutions for the 
wellbeing of all.

Hygiene 
Redefined
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All you need From ProSys® and the 
technology you don’t see,  
to Atelier and the design 
you do – our commercial 
washroom collections fit 
together beautifully to  
create a total solution. 

Reaching across hotel and 
hospitality, public washrooms 
and offices, our technology is 
elegant in design with ideas 
that simplify maintenance 
and maximise hygiene. Deep 
cross-sector experience 
means you get a detailed 
specification based on your 
unique commercial needs 
and budget. And, by selecting 
from our award winning 
portfolio, together we can 
create a washroom that’s 
certain to deliver an enhanced 
experience for every user.
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Digital  
design services 

Digital construction supports 
a more efficient process and 
more intelligent outcomes. 

Our in-house team uses 
industry-leading software  
to author accurate 3D models 
of your project. Every one  
of our washroom products 
has been intricately recreated 
as BIM (Building Information 
Modelling) Objects. And we 
use Virtual Worlds to offer your 
customers a 4D experience  
of their future washroom.
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Here for you Whether your priority 
is sustainability, ease 
of maintenance, saving 
space, iconic design or any 
combination of those, we’ll 
build a solution from the 
ground up, together.

At every step of the process, 
you can expect obsessive 
attention to detail, precision 
project management and a 
guarantee of brilliant service.

As part of this commitment, 
we share our knowledge 
with professionals – offering 
courses on the latest 
developments in regulations, 
accessibility, BIM, the 
importance of brand and 
hospital infection control. 

A
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All you need for Hotels & Hospitality
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The design of hospitality 
washrooms now rivals that  
of lobby space when it comes 
to customer satisfaction and 
overall brand perception.

For designers, creating a 
certain ambience, a relaxed 
space with personal privacy a 
major consideration, calls for 
a more diverse colour palette, 
creative layout – even music 
and fragrance. And all this 
while maintaining efficiency of 
flow and cleaning frequently 
and quickly so as to maintain a 
high standard of appearance. 

All you need for 
Hotels & Hospitality
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Extra

Basin

Joy

Basin Mixer

By offering an expansive 
creative palette in the form 
of our Atelier Collections, 
supported by the hidden 
brilliance of technology like 
ProSys®, Ideal Standard equips 
architects and designers 
with all they need to deliver 
a value-added washroom 
experience for their clients.
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Insight
Hospitality Washrooms

Hotel & Hospitality

4/10
People have posted 
online about a washroom 
experience at a restaurant, 
bar or shopping centre.

200 million + 
Online reviews posted in 
a month to just one of the 
leading online travel sites.

#bathroomselfie and 
brand experience

Popular online consumer 
review sites have become 
important tools for business 
owners who understand 
the value of positive rating. 
The Centre for Hospitality 
Research found that “higher 
scores on online travel 
advisory sites allow hotels to 
charge up to 11.2% more while 
maintaining occupancy rates”. 

With washroom images 
and comments featuring 
frequently on these sites, 
their design and decoration 
should form a central part of 
such businesses’ commercial 
plans. This extends to social 
media, where the washroom 
spaces most often shared and 
recommended online now 
feature bolder colours and 

patterns or extreme décor, 
employing tongue-in-cheek 
style, unusual fixture shapes 
and “glamour” finishes in 
taps and toilet pods, as well 
as ornate mirrors, marquetry 
and so forth. 

Washroom design 
professionals are the 
future trendsetters across 
all commercial sectors 
and, understanding the 
impact of social media 
and marketing, they can 
tailor projects to maximise 
positive opportunities for 
their clients to attract and 
retain customers.

— 
SOURCE:  
Creating Better Washrooms 
whitepaper, published  
by Ideal Standard, 2019
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Atelier  
Collections

The latest collaboration with 
Palomba Serafini Associati, 
our Atelier Collections honor 
Ideal Standard’s Italian design 
heritage, while bringing a 
completely fresh take on 
modern living – along with 
unlimited opportunities to 
create timeless projects.

With Atelier Collections, 
designers can create a 
seamless continuation 
of a client’s overall brand 
experience in both washrooms 
and private bedrooms – 
making an interaction more 
memorable, creating ‘selfie 
worthy’ spaces, all while 
offering freedom of expression. 

Bidet

Blend Cube

Conca

Bidet Mixer

Conca

Basin Mixer

Conca

Basin

WC

Blend Cube
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Atelier Collections

Washrooms that present as 
the antithesis of bland, neutral 
spaces – with bolder colours, 
patterns, ‘glamour finishes’ 
and even tongue-in-cheek 
style – are those most often 
shared and recommended 
online. 
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White gloss

V4 
Kashmir

v1 
White Silk

V8 
Mink

V3 
Black Matt

X8 
Powder Blue

V6 
Pomegranate

V7 
Nude

X9 
Sage

V2 
Black Gloss

V5 
Slate Grey 

V9 
Concrete

Joy

Basin Mixer

Ipalyss® Vessel Basin 

Basin

New ways to engage

And so Atelier Collections 
pushes the boundaries of 
washroom design with choice 
of colour, too – with the range 
of Ipalyss® basins designed 
by Robin Levien and made 
possible by Ideal Standard’s 
Diamatec® technology.

Ultra-fine, impossibly light 
and durable, Ipalyss® brings 
ten new colours to the 
traditional white gloss and 
white silk. Some colours 
hark back to historical Ideal 
Standard designs but with a 
contemporary and elegant 
finish, while others are entirely 
new and have been designed 
to complement popular 
modern materials, such as 
marble and stone. 
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Atelier Collections

Along with their award-
winning design, a choice 
of height, control and finish, 
our Joy and Connect Air 
ranges bring a little hidden 
brilliance too in the form  
of FirmaFlow®. 

The latest ceramic disc 
technology, FirmaFlow® 
regulates temperature, 
offers greater user control 
for a smoother experience, 
and reduces water 
consumption – essential for 
meeting sustainability targets.

In addition to a chrome finish, 
our coloured brassware uses 
a Physical Vapour Deposition 
coating. A thin protective 
coating that is applied in a 
vacuum and preserves the 
lustre and vibrancy of the 
material, PVD technology 
makes our brassware ten 
times more resistant to 
chemicals, wear, impact, 
discoloration and corrosion. 

Altes

Flushplate Joy

Basin Mixer

Linda-X

Basin

WC

Blend Curve

Intelligent brassware
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Creating bedroom solutions

Atelier Collections offer 
designers everything they 
need to create an elevated 
brand experience in hotel 
settings. From an inspiring 
range of furniture – with 
colour, material and size 
combinations to suit all areas 
of the market – to ceramic 
collections designed to offer 
transversality and sculpted 
geometry, customers have a 
palette with the variety and 
versatility they need to create 
a very personal environment.

Atelier Collections 
Key Features

Hotel & Hospitality
Atelier Collections

Extra

Basin

Joy Neo

Basin Mixer
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ProSys® The technology you don’t see 
is as important as the design 
that you do. 

For designers looking to 
maximise space, enhance 
hygiene and create a certain 
aesthetic, our ProSys® range 
of compatible installation 
systems, flush plates, ceramics 
and fittings ensure that every 
layer works and fits together. 

FA S Y  A N D  E A S Y 

I N S TA L L AT I O N

WAT E R-S AV I N G 

S M A R T VA LV E

U LT R A  S T RO N G 

F R A M E S

TO O L  F R E E 

S E RV I C I N G



Fast and easy installation 
EasyFix brackets allow for 
fast fixing to the wall and 
precise levelling of the frame 
in 3 easy steps

Water-saving SmartValve
All ProSys® cisterns are fitted with 
a special delayed-fill inlet valve 
which can save up to 9 litres of 
water per day. Water only begins 
to fill the cistern after the flush 
valve is closed

Tool-free servicing 
It’s quick and easy to 
access the cistern

Adjustable outlet bend
Enables an easy and flexible depth 
adjustment to conveniently fit all 
waste pipe arrangements

Corrosion resistant frame 
For complete peace of  
mind behind the wall

Load tested up to 400kg 
for WC frames 
Washbasin frames support up to 
150kg, urinal frames up to 100kg

Fully adaptable service box
Depth is adjustable from 20 
to 90mm, which allows the 
service box to cover all wall 
thicknesses. The box is made 
from polypropylene, which  
is soft and easy to cut

Simple height adjustment 
from 0-200mm 
Brakes on feet make 
height adjustment a  
simple, one-man job

Washrooms by Ideal Standard & Armitage Shanks

ProSys® high-quality 
installation systems 
provide complete peace 
of mind behind the wall. 
Advanced features like our 
EasyFix wall brackets, the 
incorporated brakes and 
adjustable outlet bend make 
our frames extremely easy 
to install, safe to use and 
quiet to operate.

Hotel & Hospitality
ProSys®

Inside ProSys® 
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Hotel & Hospitality

ProSys® 
Key Features

Hotel & Hospitality
ProSys®

Our ProSys® pre-wall 
installation system includes a 
range of no-touch flush plates 
which make using washrooms 
a more hygienic experience. 
As with everything in this 
range, there’s more to the 
flush plates than meets  
the eye.

SmartValve

Our SmartValve saves up to 
63 litres of water a week, 
which corresponds to a 12% 
reduction* in users’ water bills. 
This special inlet valve only 
allows refilling of the cistern 
after the flush is complete, 
avoiding any wastage of water 
during flushing. 

Not only does it promote 
water conservation, it is also 
so quiet it has been certified 
by NF as acoustic Class 1.

Symfo 

Flushplate

Blend Cube

WC

Joy

Bidet Mixer

Blend Cube

Bidet

* When comparing average use in  
a single family dwelling of 4 people
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Let us configure the 
right solution for you.

Low Traffic

High Traffic

Select your project typeSelect your sector Select your traffic level

Discover solution

See your solution

Full Refurbishment 

Light Refurbishment 

A
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All you need for Offices
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There is a strong link 
between the quality of an 
organisation’s washroom, 
and that of its employees’ 
wellbeing – and in turn, its 
commercial performance. 

And this is not just a matter of 
hygiene, but also comfort, with 
nearly three quarters (73%) of 
end users telling us the quality 
of their workplace washroom 
has an effect on their personal 
comfort at work.*

It all begins with understanding 
the importance of privacy and 
personal space in the office 
washroom – recognising and 
supporting equality within 
the workforce by providing a 
more personal, private space, 
non-specific to gender.  
This can mean giving greater 
consideration to the flow 
of people, how to position 
the WC, basin and dryer, or 
even something as simple as 
screening in smaller spaces 
creates a sense of privacy,  
and supports wellbeing. 

All you need for 
Offices

02

*Creating Better Washrooms whitepaper, 
published by Ideal Standard, 2019

Our range of smart, touchless 
products and systems 
supports architects and 
designers in meeting this 
growing need, enabling you 
to create washrooms that not 
only promote physical health, 
but also leave people feeling 
better going out than they 
did coming in. 

Extra

Basin

Intellimix®

Basin Mixer
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Insight
Office washrooms

Meeting higher expectations

With the blurring of business 
and leisure and changes 
in how we use office 
washrooms, designers 
will be expected to 
deliver a multi-functional 
backstage ‘microspace’ to 
satisfy modern urbanites, 
whilst balancing a complex 
range of regulatory and 
client requirements.

Despite clear evidence 
linking even small 
internal environmental 
improvements to higher 
employee satisfaction, 
design professionals do not 
seem to capitalise enough 
on these benefits in their 
commercial projects. 

Design professionals 
therefore have an 
opportunity to use more 
evidence-based knowledge 
to inform their creative 
and aesthetic proposals 
at earlier stages to create 
more successful, value 
added washroom projects 
and benefit employee/
tenant satisfaction. 

— 
SOURCE:  
Creating Better Washrooms 
whitepaper, published  
by Ideal Standard, 2019

Offices

73% 
Nearly three quarters of end 
users believe the quality of 
their workplace washroom 
has an effect on their 
personal comfort and  
well being at work.

64% 
Close to two thirds of end 
users believe the quality of 
their workplace washroom 
has an effect on their job 
satisfaction.



TOTA L LY 

TO U C H L E S S

1 0 0 %  S OA P  WA S H E S 

I M P ROV E S  H YG I E N E

S AV E  U P  TO  8 0 % 

O N  S OA P

S AV E  U P  TO  8 5 % 

O N  WAT E R
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Introducing Intellimix® 
Rising to the challenges of the 
modern world calls for a new 
definition of hygiene. What 
we call total hygiene. 

That’s the idea behind 
Intellimix® – a smart touchless 
tap that dispenses both water 
and soap – encouraging 
users to always wash with 
soap, which the World Health 
Organisation recommends as 
the most important measure 
we can take to avoid the 

transmission of harmful  
germs. Intellimix® doesn’t 
just deliver superior hygiene, 
though. It also reduces 
running costs, improves 
sustainability, and even makes 
maintenance simple thanks  
to the Intellimix® app. 
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International studies prove 
that correct hand hygiene 
reduces the number of people 
who get sick with illnesses or 
viruses by over 30%. The same 
research also shows around 
30% of Europeans don’t use 
soap when washing their 
hands after visiting the toilet.

By ensuring every wash 
involves soap, Intellimix® 
redefines individual hygiene, 
and with it the washroom 
experience.

Hand washing rituals

2l/min flow 
regulator 
brings water 
savings

Water outlet 
adjustable 
(+-10°) to 
guarantee a 
perfect fit with 
the basin

Totally touch-free 
experience avoids the 
spread of viruses and 
bacteria

Intuitive and easy  
to use display

Built-in soap 
dispenser ensures 
thorough hand 
hygiene 

Offices
Intellimix®
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Intellimix®

Key Features

Offices
Intellimix®

Totally Touchless

Intellimix® automatically 
delivers water and soap when 
a user puts their hands under 
the tap. The screen then 
explains what is happening, 
and how to follow the 
wash cycle.

100% Soap Washes

Intellimix® Mild Antibacterial 
Foam Soap is automatically 
dispensed as part of the 
washing cycle. 

Save up to 80% on soap

Intellimix® mixes soap with 
air to create a soft foam that 
is not only pleasant on the 
skin, but is also economical. 
The soap pump that has 
a tested lifespan of over 
500.000 cycles.

Save up to 85% on water

When compared with 
standard single lever taps, 
thanks to the 2l/min flow 
limiter and programmable 
water flow timing.

Stagnation Protection

A periodic hygiene flush 
is triggered automatically 
after a set time, rinsing the 
pipes to safeguard against 
bacterial growth.

Ideal Blue

A separate water tube 
ensures there is no contact 
between the water and 
the brass body of the tap 
– keeping the water nickel 
and lead free, in line with 
drinking water regulations. 
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Introducing 
Wash troughs

Wash troughs with integrated 
tap decks or upstands are an 
adaptable, versatile solution 
for public spaces which require 
multiple hand-washing facilities. 

With minimalist silhouette and 
dramatic angles, the trough  
is both a design feature and  
space-saving innovation – 
achieving the maximum washing 
positions whilst minimising  
the cleaning required, thanks  
to reduced edges, corners  
and surfaces where bacteria  
can breed.
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The flexibility that troughs 
give is second to none. 
Mount your chosen trough 
on a base of your choice 
to match your business 
and washroom aesthetic. 

A particular design feature 
that is ideal for public 
buildings, restaurants and 
other public spaces where 
a level of bespoke product 
choice enables your client 
to envisage how the product 
can work within their space.

Flexibility for 
public spaces

Offices 
Wash troughs

Silhouette 

Wash troughSensorflow 21

Basin Mixer
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Wash Troughs
Key features

Offices
Wash troughs

Streamlined design

Streamlined in shape and 
with sleek functionality, the 
washbowl has a dramatic 
angled gradient that drops 
down to a hidden waste area.

Water-saving taps

Brassware such as water-
saving Sensorflow 21 taps and 
accessories like integrated 
soap dispensers save resources 
and support greater hygiene 
in busy areas.

Bacteria resistant surface

The surface of every trough 
in our range is completely 
non-porous, meaning 
potentially harmful bacteria 
are prevented from being 
absorbed into the material.  
5 year guarantee on all 
trough choices.

Easy to maintain

Wastes can be accessed 
from the top of the trough 
so blockages can be quickly 
addressed without having to 
gain access from underneath 
or behind.

Silhouette 

Wash trough

Sensorflow 21

Basin Mixer
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Let us configure the 
right solution for you.

Low Traffic

High Traffic

Select your project typeSelect your sector Select your traffic level

Discover solution

See your solution

Full Refurbishment 

Light Refurbishment 

A
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All you need for Public Washrooms
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The washroom experience 
is no less important in 
public spaces than it is in 
hospitality or office settings, 
however it brings with it 
complex challenges of human 
behaviour, sustainability,  
and budget. 

Designers are tasked 
with understanding and 
planning for the impact of 
evolving patterns of modern 
behaviour on efficiency of 
space and flow – such as 
queuing outside, or inside 
for the WC or dryer, along 
with movement of people 
through facilities. In addition, 
societal needs like family 
rooms or accessible solutions 
for individuals in need of 
accompaniment or assistance 
need to be considered. 

All you need for 
Public Washrooms

03

Above all, though, is hygiene. 
From handsfree, touchfree, 
sensor-driven flushing, to 
delivery of soap and water to 
the opening and closing of 
exterior doors – or even the 
total removal of exterior doors. 

Attuned to the patterns 
of modern living, our 
portfolio is full of practical 
washroom solutions that 
don’t compromise on design. 
Products that deliver reliability, 
high performance and ease  
of maintenance – giving you 
the tools you need to create  
a space that always feels  
clean, comfortable and safe.  
A place that works for 
everyone, every time.

Sphero® Mini

Urinal
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Insight
Public Washrooms

Make it hygienic, accessible 
and then sustainable

Both the end-user and 
design professionals prioritise 
quality of provision over 
an adherence to equality. 
Regardless of what the 
signage above the door 
depicts (or how evenly 
distributed the floor space), 
if the facility is inaccessible, 
ill-equipped, unclean, or – 
at worse – unsafe, it serves 
nobody, irrespective of their 
needs, gender or beliefs.

However, different genders 
do have specific needs and 
expectations of washrooms, 
and design professionals 
must be aware of these 
when considering design 
and allocation of space 

within the washroom itself 
and in other facilities, such 
as showers. The provision 
of gender-neutral versus 
gender-specific washrooms 
will likely remain a relevant 
topic. Sustainability will also 
remain one of the biggest 
concerns for the construction 
industry in upcoming years, 
becoming even more 
important as cities adopt 
more greening policies and 
methods for assessing the 
sustainability of buildings, 
such as BREEAM, continue 
to increase in implementation 
across the continent. 

— 
SOURCE:  
Creating Better Washrooms 
whitepaper, published by  
Ideal Standard, 2019

Public Washrooms

2/3 
Two thirds of end users think 
sustainability is extremely 
or very important, yet it is 
not in their top 10, which 
includes more practical 
factors such as cleanliness, 
hygiene and ventilation.

34%
Over a third of design 
professionals surveyed 
thought that accessibility 
would be a big influence 
on commercial washroom 
design in the next five years.
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Introducing 
Sphero®

Flushing toilets, urinals and 
washing activities contribute 
to the majority of freshwater 
use in all buildings. 

With our Sphero® collection, 
designers can build-in long 
term resource efficiency, 
along with greater washroom 
hygiene and timeless design.

H Y B R I D  F LU S H 

S AV E S  WAT E R  &  E N E RG Y

A P P  CO M PAT I B I L I T Y 

F O R  E A S Y  M A I N T E N A N C E

S M A R T  S E N S O R  P R E D I C T S 

&  P R E V E N T S  P RO B L E M S 

R I M L E S S  D E S I G N 

F O R  E A S Y  C L E A N I N G
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Designed in partnership 
with the award-winning 
Studio Levien, Sphero® 
brings together the latest 
water-saving innovations 
with timeless aesthetics. 
A combination of greater 
washroom hygiene and 
reduced water consumption, 
this is an advanced urinal 
that’s easy to install 
and maintain. 

Public Washrooms
Sphero®

Wall mounted 
installation template

The rubber seal 
protects the 
ceramics and wall 
and removes the 
need for silicone 
sealant, allowing  
for quick and  
easy installation.

Sensor technology

Attached directly to the pipe, the 
sensor is positioned 45 degrees 
under the waste trap to optimise 
urine detection and the direction 
of waste pipe blockages. When a 
blockage is identified the flush is 
deactivated to prevent flooding and  
a maintenance alert is triggered.

Hinge bracket

The bracket swings 
out while the ceramic 
stays retained to the 
wall and kept off 
the floor. Offering 
easy and hyienic 
maintenance.

The world’s only 
smart urinal

MAXIMIDIMINI
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Sphero®

Key Features

Public Washrooms
Sphero®

Size options

Mini, midi, maxi – three 
sizes and a host of options 
for specifiers and building 
managers to work with. 
The multiple features, from 
waterless to smart monitoring, 
makes Sphero® the right 
choice for busy public 
washrooms. 

Enhanced hygiene

Sphero’s anti-splash geometry 
prevents splash-back onto 
the floor and clothing. The 
rimless design makes it easier 
to clean, and the spreader 
delivers a flush that cleans 
a greater surface area.

Save 50,000 litres per year

Sphero’s smart sensors know 
when to flush, reducing water 
usage. Stadium mode, with 
reactive flushing, can save up 
to 50,000L of water per year.

Mobile monitoring

Sphero’s mobile app means 
you can check sensor status, 
power, flow issues, cartridge 
life and usage statistics from 
your phone – monitoring 
all urinals simultaneously

Simple maintenance

A template and bracket 
means Sphero® is easy to fit 
and requires no sealant, and 
can be maintained without 
being removed from the 
wall. The shrouded design 
also means added security 
in public washrooms.
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Introducing  
Sensorflow 

No touch means, no 
transmission. Conventional 
taps and flush plates can 
be touched by hundreds of 
people every day. Even after 
a thorough wash you can 
easily re-contaminate your 
hands by turning off a tap. 
Our touchless taps remove 
this risk and break the chain 
of transmission.

Harmful bacteria can transfer 
from hands to the spout of 
the tap, infecting the whole 
tap and pipework and putting 
people at risk. Touchless 
taps reduce the chances of 
bacterial growth.

E A S Y F I X ® T EC H N O LO G Y 

M A K E S  U P G R A D E S  E F F O R T L E S S

TOTA L LY  

TO U C H L E S S

E A S Y  TO  C L E A N 

D E S G I N

I N T E RG R AT E D  B AT T E RY  

M A K E S  S W I TC H I N G  E A S Y

Taps, toilets and urinals can 
have a high aerosol effect, 
spreading droplets full of 
bacteria up to two metres 
away. All our touchless 
products have regulators  
fitted so the pressure of  
water reduces the chance  
of splashing.

Keep things flowing for 
greater hygiene. Dead legs 
can be breeding grounds 
for bacteria. Our advice is 
to ensure products are used 
regularly or use the automatic 
duty flush on taps.



Inside  
Sensorflow 21
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Sensorflow 21

100% touchless 
with infrared 
sensor positioned 
close to the spout 
for perfect hand 
detection

Versatile choice 
of deck and 
wall mounted, 
with supporting 
accessories 

Controlled water 
release improves 
water economy

Power supplied 
by mains or 
battery

Sensorflow 21 is ideal for 
busy commercial settings. 
It’s compact, it saves 
water and it’s totally vandal 
resistant – which means your 
washrooms can be used by 
thousands of people every 
day and guarantee a pleasant, 
hygienic experience for 
every one.

And for environments where 
multiple handwashing facilities 
are needed, Sensorflow 21 
taps can be electronically 
joined together in a run of up 
to six fittings. Once the first 
fitting has been linked to the 
Sensorflow 21 transformer, 
subsequent fittings only need 
to be linked to the preceding 
fitting. Each fitting will still 
work independently from its 
own sensor via a solenoid.

Easy-to-clean 
cylindrical 
design



Washrooms by Ideal Standard & Armitage Shanks

100% touchless

‘No touch’ operation improves 
the hygiene of the washroom.

Sustainable choice

The 3.7 litre per minute flow 
regulator controls water 
release and saves resources.

Anti-vandal design

No moving external parts 
reduces the chances 
of vandalism.

Prevents bacteria growth

Optimised waterway keeps 
internal water volume low, 
and optional automatic 
flush rinses pipes keeping 
washrooms cleaner and safer. 

Versatile choice 

Wall and deck mounted, 
with power supplied by 
mains or battery.

Reduced Splashing 

All touchless products  
have regulators fitted so the 
pressure of water reduces  
the chance of splashing.

Automatic savings

Because our touchless 
products turn on and off 
automatically, water is only 
used when it’s needed – 
perfect for high-footfall 
washrooms. Run times come 
pre-programmed but can be 
adjusted for specific settings.

Sensorflow 21
Key Features

Public Washrooms
Sensorflow 21



Washrooms by Ideal Standard & Armitage Shanks

Let us configure the 
right solution for you.

Low Traffic

High Traffic

Select your project typeSelect your sector Select your traffic level

Discover solution

See your solution

Full Refurbishment 

Light Refurbishment 

A



Washrooms by Ideal Standard & Armitage Shanks

Solution Index



Solution A

Hotels & Hospitality High Traffic Full Refurbishment

Sector Traffic level Project type

 — Define intelligent and efficient spaces that feel expansive.

 — Facilitate the flow of people without a sense of being rushed.

 — Add to ambience with music, lighting and fragrance.

 — Make cleaning easy and efficient.

 — Improve sustainability.

Indicative layout

Key benefits

Product breakdown

Prewall ProSys® WC Frame

Flushplates Altes NT1

Prewall Electronic conversion kit

WCs Blend Curve

Basins Conca 600mm

Basin Mixers Intellimix

Urinals Sphero® Maxi E

Prewall ProSys® Urinal Frame

Wellbeing Sustainability Space  
management



Solution A Hotels & Hospitality High Traffic Full Refurbishment

Sector Traffic level Project type

Wellbeing Sustainability Space 
Management



ProSys®

120 Mechnical Frame

Prewall

• ProSys® 1150mm height, 
120mm depth, pneumatic 
wall hung WC frame.

• Pneumatic Acctuation.

• Tool Free Maintenance.

• Water saving Smart Valve 
delivering a delay fill.

• Easy adjustment to low 
water volume.

• Class 2 WRAS approved.

Blend Curve 
Seat and Cover

WC

• Slow close

• Quick release for easy 
clean and replace.

ProSys®

Electronic Conversion Kit

Prewall

• ProSys® electronic 
conversion kit for proximity 
actuated flushplates – 120 
depth frames and cisterns.

• Electronic kit to enable 
Altes proximity actuated 
flushplates.

• Easy to install.

• Complete full kit.

Altes NT1 Electronic  
Ceramic Dual Flushplate

Flushplate

• Proximity Ceramic  
Dual Flushplate.

• Piece makes a design 
statement in any 
washroom.

• Luxury minimalist design.

• Hygienic & easy to clean.

• No touch through 
capacitive sensors.

• Available in two finishes  
- White & Black.

Blend Curve
Wall Hung

WC

• Every angle of Blend  
has been carefully 
considered to deliver 
absolute design purity.

• Aquablade flush 
technology.

• Water efficient.

• Available in white  
or silk white finish.

• Designed by Palomba 
Serafini Associati. 

Conca  
600mm

Basin

• Conca’s organic curves 
combine deep geometric 
and sensual details, 
reaching a new level  
of purity. 

• Designed by Palomba 
Serafini Associati.

• One, three and no tap  
hole options.

• With or without slotted 
overflow option.

• Available in white  
or silk white finish.

Solution A Hotels & Hospitality High Traffic Full Refurbishment

Sector Traffic level Project type

Wellbeing Sustainability Space 
Management



Intellimix® Smart Soap  
Integrated Sensor Tap

Mixer

• Smart touchless tap that 
dispenses both water  
and soap.

• Encourages users to always 
wash with soap, the most 
important measure we can 
take to avoid getting sick 
and spreading infections.

• Reduces running costs.

• Next-gen sustainability.

• Simple maintenance. 

Sphero® Maxi 62cm 
Sensor e-hybrid

Urinal

• Innovative smart sensor 
technology which can feed 
information via an app and 
BMS systems.

• For easy maintenance there 
is a clever hinged arm for 
access to the electronics 
and outlet assembly. 

• Anti-splash geometry.

• Smart sensor technology.

• Luxury Spherical design.

ProSys® Back Inlet  
Urinal Frame

Prewall

• Frame with easy fix system 
offering a secure in wall 
solution.

• Adjustable wall brackets.

• Corrosion resistant.

• Frame tested to 130kg.

Solution A Hotels & Hospitality High Traffic Full Refurbishment

Sector Traffic level Project type

Not quite there?Ready to specify?

ProSys® Strut  
Accessory

Installation Installation

Mains accessory pack

• ProSys® Strut for urinal 
frame R010367 for  
use with the Sphero®  
E-Hybrid urinal.

• Hinge Strut. 

• Mains accessory pack.

Wellbeing Sustainability Space 
Management

https://idealstandard.ac-page.com/ukwashroom2021?solution=s21a1


Solution B

Hotels & Hospitality High Traffic Light Refurbishment 

Sector Traffic level Project type

 — Streamline running costs.

 — Reduce the use of water.

 — Improve hygiene.

Indicative layout

Key benefits

Product breakdown

Prewall ProSys® WC Frame

Flushplates Oleas P2

WCs Blend Curve

Basins Linda X 500mm

Basin Mixers Intellimix®

Urinals Sphero® Midi

Prewall ProSys® Urinal Frame

Flush Sensor Sensorflow 21

HygieneSustainability Cost saving



Solution Hotels & Hospitality High Traffic Light Refurbishment 

Sector Traffic level Project type

Sustainability Cost Saving Hygiene

B



Linda X  
500mm 

Basin

Blend Curve 
Seat and Cover

WC 

Blend Curve
Wall Hung

Oleas P2 Pneumatic 
Dual Flushplate 

WCFlushplatePrewall

• ProSys® 820mm height, 
150mm depth pneumatic 
wall hung WC frame.

• Pneumatic actuation.

• Low height WC frame.

• Tool-free maintenance.

• Water-saving smart valve 
(delay fill).

• Easy adjustment to low 
water volume.

• Visual impression the  
basin is almost weightless 
and ‘floating.

• Space-conscious  
solution for the needs  
of modern lifestyles. 

• Available in white or silk 
white finish.

• Designed by Palomba 
Serafini Associati.

• Blend Curve Wall Hung 
Toilet Bowl.

• Every angle of Blend  
has been carefully 
considered to deliver 
absolute design purity.

• Aquablade flush 
technology.

• Water efficient.

• Available in white or silk 
white finish.

• Designed by Palomba 
Serafini Associati.

• Chrome. 

• Designed to complement 
our ProSys® WC frames. 

• Available in 4 finish options 
– white, chrome, brushed 
chrome & black.

• Pneumatic actuation. 

• Slow close. 

• Quick release for easy 
clean and replace.

Solution B Hotels & Hospitality High Traffic Light Refurbishment 

Sector Traffic level Project type

ProSys® 
150 Mechnical Frame

Sustainability Cost Saving Hygiene



• Smart touchless tap that 
dispenses both water  
and soap.

• Encourages users to always 
wash with soap, the most 
important measure we can 
take to avoid getting sick 
and spreading infections.

• Reduces running costs.

• Next-gen sustainability.

• Simple maintenance. 

Solution B Hotels & Hospitality High Traffic Light Refurbishment 

Sector Traffic level Project type

Not quite there?Ready to specify?

Intellimix® Smart Soap  
Integrated Sensor Tap

Mixer

ProSys® 

Urinal Frame

• Frame with easy fix  
system offering a secure 
in wall solution.

• Adjustable wall brackets.

• Corrosion resistant.

• Frame tested to 130kg.

• For use with Sensorflow 21 
electronic flushing system.

Prewall

Sphero® Midi 
55cm

• Back inlet, open shroud.

• New, contemporary 
designed wall urinal 
including spreader, waste, 
outlet adapter and wall 
hangers for concealed or 
exposed plumbing.

• Open bottom shroud for 
easy maintenance.

• Anti-splash geometry.

• Easy fix hanger.

• Top fixed waste.

Urinal

Sensorflow 21  
Panel Flush Sensor 

• Sensorflow 21 Panel 
Mounted Urinal Flush 
Sensor for High Pressure 
Systems.

• No touch urinal control  
for increased hygiene. 

• Sensor either surface  
or panel mounting,  
detects users presence  
and flushes when the  
user has moved away.

• Mains powered 
(transformer) with  
option to link up to  
5 units per main unit.

• DDA compliant.

• Available in 2 finishes 
Chrome or Ultra Steel. 

Flush Sensor

Sustainability Cost Saving Hygiene

https://idealstandard.ac-page.com/ukwashroom2021?solution=s21a2


Solution C

Hotels & Hospitality Low Traffic Full Refurbishment

Sector Traffic level Project type

 — Create a sense of privacy and safety.

 — Add to ambience with music, lighting and fragrance.

 — Make cleaning easy and efficient.

Indicative layout

Key benefits

Product breakdown

Prewall ProSys® WC Frame

Flushplates Symfo NT1

Pre-wall Electronic conversion kit

WCs Blend Cube

Basins Extra 450mm

Basin Mixers Intellimix®

HygieneEfficiencyWellbeing



Solution Hotels & Hospitality Low Traffic Full Refurbishment

Sector Traffic level Project type

Wellbeing Efficiency Hygiene

C



Blend Cube 
Seat and Cover

WC

Blend Cube
Wall Hung

WC

ProSys®

Electronic Conversion Kit
Symfo NT1 Electronic 
Proximity Glass Dual

PrewallFlushplate

ProSys®

120 Mechnical Frame

Prewall

• ProSys® 1150mm height, 
120mm depth mechanical 
wall hung WC frame.

• Mechanical Actuation. 

• Tool-free maintenance.

• Water saving smart valve 
(delay fill).

• Easy adjustment to low 
water volume. 

• Class 2 WRAS approved.

• Slow close.

• Quick release for easy 
clean and replace.

• ProSys® electronic 
conversion kit for proximity 
actuated flushplates – 120 
depth frames and cisterns.

• Electronic kit to enable 
Altes proximity actuated 
flushplates.

• Easy to install.

• Complete full kit. 

• Luxury minimalist design.

• One piece smooth 
tempered glass material.

• Hygienic & easy to clean.

• No touch through 
capacitive sensors.

• Available in two finishes  
- White & Black.

• Every angle of Blend  
has been carefully 
considered to deliver 
absolute design purity.

• Aquablade flush 
technology.

• Water efficient.

• Available in white  
or silk white finish.

• Designed by Palomba 
Serafini Associati.

Extra 
450mm

Intellimix® Smart Soap  
Integrated Sensor Tap

Basin Mixer

• Extra 45cm Guest 
Washbasin.

• Super square designed 
basins with sharp corners, 
pure geometric shape.

• No tap hole, one tap hole 
and three tap hole options.

• Integrated slotted overflow.

• Designed by Palomba 
Serafini Associati.

• Black Oynx. 

• Smart touchless tap  
that dispenses both 
water and soap.

• Encourages users to always 
wash with soap, the most 
important measure we can 
take to avoid getting sick 
and spreading infections.

• Reduces running costs.

• Next-gen sustainability.

• Simple maintenance.

Solution C Hotels & Hospitality Low Traffic Full Refurbishment

Sector Traffic level Project type

Not quite there?Ready to specify?

Wellbeing Efficiency Hygiene

https://idealstandard.ac-page.com/ukwashroom2021?solution=s21a3


Solution D

Hotels & Hospitality Low Traffic Light Refurbishment 

Sector Traffic level Project type

 — Define intelligent and efficient spaces that feel expansive.

 — Create a sense of privacy and discretion with screening.

 — Add to ambience with music, lighting and fragrance.

 — Make cleaning easy and efficient.

Indicative layout

Key benefits

Product breakdown

Prewall ProSys® WC Frame

Flushplates Oleas P2

WCs Blend Cube

Basins Ipalyss 600mm

Basin Mixers Sensorflow 21

Urinals Sphero® Midi

Prewall ProSys® Urinal Frame

Flush Sensor Sensorflow 21

Space 
Management

EfficiencyWellbeing



Solution D Hotels & Hospitality Low Traffic Light Refurbishment 

Sector Traffic level Project type

Wellbeing Efficiency Space 
Management



Solution D Hotels & Hospitality Low Traffic Light Refurbishment 

Sector Traffic level Project type

Ipalyss  
600mm Oval Vessel 

Basin

Blend Curve 
Seat and Cover

WC

Blend Cube
Wall Hung

Oleas P2 Pneumatic 
Dual Flushplate

WCFlushplate

ProSys®

150 Mechnical Frame

Prewall

• ProSys® 820mm height, 
150mm depth pneumatic 
wall hung WC frame.

• Pneumatic actuation.

• Low height WC frame.

• Tool-free maintenance.

• Water-saving smart valve 
(delay fill).

• Easy adjustment to low 
water volume.

• Class 2 WRAS accredited.

• Striking Pomegranate 
colour creating a 
memorable customer 
experience.

• Ultra thin ceramics.

• Using Diamentic 
technology to be very 
strong and suitable for 
commercial use. 

• Integrated overflow 
options. 

• Includes freeflow waste 
and colour matched 
ceramic cover. 

• Ceramic Design  
By Studio Levien.

• Colour design by Palomba 
Serafini Associati.

• Every angle of Blend has 
been carefully considered 
to deliver absolute design 
purity.

• Aquablade flush 
technology.

• Water efficient.

• Available in white or silk 
white finish.

• Designed by Palomba 
Serafini Associati.

• Oleas P2 pneumatic dual 
flushplate – Chrome. 

• Pneumatic actuation.

• Designed to complement 
our ProSys® WC frames. 

• Contemporary design. 

• Simple operation. 

• Water saving flush.

• Slow close.

• Quick release for easy 
clean and replace.

Wellbeing Efficiency Space 
Management



Solution D Hotels & Hospitality Low Traffic Light Refurbishment 

Sector Traffic level Project type

Not quite there?Ready to specify?

Sensorflow 21  
Compact Wall Spout

Mixer

• Sensorflow 21 Compact 
Wall Spout 230mm – Ultra 
steel. 

• Panel mounted basin 
spouts for use where there 
is demand for hygiene and 
water saving.

• Hygienic “no touch” 
operation.

• Anti-vandal outlet.

• 2 finishes, chrome and 
Ultra steel. 

ProSys® 

Urinal Frame

Prewall

• Frame with easy fix system 
offering a secure in wall 
solution.

• Adjustable wall brackets.

• Corrosion resistant.

• Frame tested to 130kg.

• For use with Sensorflow 21 
electronic flushing system. 

Sphero® Midi 
55cm

Urinal

• Back inlet, open shroud.

• New, contemporary 
designed wall urinal 
including spreader, waste, 
outlet adapter and wall 
hangers for concealed or 
exposed plumbing.

• Open bottom shroud for 
easy maintenance.

• Anti-splash geometry.

• Easy fix hanger.

• Top fixed waste.

Sensorflow 21 
Panel Flush Sensor 

Flush Sensor

• Sensorflow 21 Panel 
Mounted Urinal Flush 
Sensor for High Pressure 
Systems.

• No touch urinal control  
for increased hygiene. 

• Sensor either surface  
or panel mounting,  
detects users presence  
and flushes when the  
user has moved away.

• Mains powered 
(transformer) with  
option to link up to  
5 units per main unit.

• DDA compliant.

• Available in 2 finishes 
Chrome or Ultra Steel. 

Wellbeing Efficiency Space 
Management

https://idealstandard.ac-page.com/ukwashroom2021?solution=s21a4


Solution E

Public Washroom High Traffic Full Refurbishment

Sector Traffic level Project type

 — Facilitate the flow of people with consideration for queuing behaviors. 

 — Streamline running costs.

 — Reduce the use of water.

 — Improve hygiene.

 — Increase durability.

 — Make cleaning easy and efficient. 

 

Indicative layout

Key benefits

Product breakdown

Prewall ProSys® WC Frame

Flushplates Septa Pro

Prewall Electronic conversion kit

WCs Blend Cube

Basins Marlow 21

Basin Mixers Sensorflow 21

Soap Contour 21

Urinals Sphero® Maxi E

Space 
Management

Cost Saving Durability



Solution E Public Washroom High Traffic Full Refurbishment

Sector Traffic level Project type

Cost  
Saving

Space 
Management

Durability



Solution Public Washroom High Traffic Full Refurbishment

Sector Traffic level Project type

Marlow 21 Oval 
480x350mm

BasinPrewallFlushplate

• Mechanical Actuation.

• Tool-free maintenance.

• Water saving smart valve 
(delay fill).

• Easy adjustment to low 
water volume.

• Class 2 WRAS approved.

• Under-Countertop 
Washbasin

• Modern oval design.

• Washbasin mounted on 
underside of countertop 
using fixing clips provided.

• Made from fine fireclay.

Prewall

ProSys® Mechanical Wall 
Hung WC Frame

Septa Pro E1 Electronic 
Flushplate

• Infrared and manual metal 
dual flushplate.

• Electronic plate with a 
clever infrared dual flush 
actuation and a manual 
override button.

• Vandal resistant.

• Zamac metal.

ProSys®

Electronic Conversion Kit

• ProSys® electronic 
conversion kit for infra-red 
actuated flushplates  
(Septa Pro E1 & E2) 120 
depth frames and cisterns 
only.

Blend Curve 
Seat and Cover

WC

Blend Cube
Wall Hung

WC

• Every angle of Blend has 
been carefully considered 
to deliver absolute design 
purity.

• Aquablade flush 
technology.

• Water efficient.

• Available in white or silk 
white finish.

• Designed by Palomba 
Serafini Associati.

• Slow close.

• Quick release for easy 
clean and replace.

Cost  
Saving

Space 
Management

Durability

E



ProSys® Back Inlet Urinal 
Frame

• Frame with easy fix system 
offering a secure in wall 
solution.

• Adjustable wall brackets.

• Corrosion resistant.

• Frame tested to 130kg.

Prewall

Solution Public Washroom High Traffic Full Refurbishment

Sector Traffic level Project type

Not quite there?Ready to specify?

Sphero® Maxi 62cm 
Smart Sensor e-hybrid

Urinal

• Simple press operation.

• Excellent durability.

• Adjustable soap volume.

• Easy to clean.

• Chrome or stainless steel 
finish.

• Innovative smart sensor 
technology which can feed 
information via an app and 
BMS systems.

• For easy maintenance there 
is a clever hinged arm for 
access to the electronics 
and outlet assembly.

• Anti-splash geometry.

• Smart sensor technology.

• Luxury Spherical design.

Contour 21 Panel  
Mounted Soap Dispenser

Soap Dispenser

Sensorflow 21  
Compact Wall Spout 

Mixer

• Panel mounted basin 
spouts for use where there 
is demand for hygiene and 
water saving.

• Hygienic "no touch" 
operation.

• Anti-vandal outlet.

• 2 finishes, chrome and 
Ultra steel.

ProSys® Strut  
Accessory

Installation Installation

Urinal mains  
installation pack

• ProSys® Strut for urinal 
frame R010367 for  
use with the Sphero®  
E-Hybrid urinal.

• Hinge Strut. 

• Urinals mains installation 
pack. 

Cost  
Saving

Space 
Management

Durability

E

https://idealstandard.ac-page.com/ukwashroom2021?solution=s21a5


Solution F

Public Washroom High Traffic Light Refurbishment 

Sector Traffic level Project type

 — Streamline running costs.

 — Reduce the use of water.

 — Improve hygiene.

 — Increase durability.

 — Make cleaning easy and efficient.

Indicative layout

Key benefits

Product breakdown

Prewall Conceala 2 Auto Cistern

WCs Edit R

Basins Cherwell 21

Basin Mixers Sensorflow 21 Compact

Soap Contour 21

Urinals Sphero® Midi

Prewall ProSys® Urinal Frame

Flush Sensor Sensorflow 21

HygieneSustainability Efficiency 



Solution F High Traffic Light Refurbishment 

Sector Traffic level Project type

Public Washroom

Sustainability Efficiency Hygiene



Solution Public Washroom High Traffic Light Refurbishment 

Sector Traffic level Project type

Sensorflow 21  
Compact Mixer

Mixer

• Hygienic “no touch” 
operation.

• compact water saving.

• Anti-vandal outlet.

• 3.7 litre per minute 
flow regulator.

• WRAS accredited. 

Edit R  
Seat and Cover 

WC

• Slow close.

• Quick release for increased 
cleaning and easy 
replacement.

Edit R  
Wall Mounted 

WC

• Aquablade flush 
technology.

• Water efficient.

• Modern design.

Cherwell 21  
Round Countertop

Basin

• 48 x 48cm 

• Under – Countertop 
Washbasin.

• Simple shape. 

• Made from fine fireclay. 

• Concealed auto cistern 
with 3 capacities for duct 
fixings.

• 4.5/9/13.6 litre capacity.

• WRAS accredited. 

Conceala 2 Auto Cistern

Prewall

Sustainability Efficiency Hygiene

F



Solution Public Washroom High Traffic Light Refurbishment 

Sector Traffic level Project type

Not quite there?Ready to specify?

• Simple press operation.

• Excellent durability.

• Adjustable soap volume.

• Easy to clean.

• A range of soap bottles are 
also available for single and 
mutlipoint use.

Contour 21 Angular Deck 
Mounted Soap Dispenser

Soap Dispenser

ProSys®  
Urinal Frame

WC

• Frame with easy fix system 
offering a secure in wall 
solution.

• Adjustable wall brackets.

• Corrosion resistant.

• Frame tested to 130kg.

• For use with Sensorflow 21 
electronic flushing system.

Sphero® Midi 
55cm

Urinal

• Back inlet, open shroud.

• New, contemporary 
designed wall urinal 
including spreader, waste, 
outlet adapter and wall 
hangers for concealed or 
exposed plumbing.

• Open bottom shroud for 
easy maintenance.

• Anti-splash geometry.

• Easy fix hanger.

• Top fixed waste.

Sensorflow 21  
Panel Flush Sensor 

Flush Sensor

• Sensorflow 21 Panel 
Mounted Urinal Flush 
Sensor for High Pressure 
Systems.

• No touch urinal control  
for increased hygiene. 

• Sensor either surface  
or panel mounting,  
detects users presence  
and flushes when the  
user has moved away.

• Mains powered 
(transformer) with  
option to link up to  
5 units per main unit.

• DDA compliant.

• Available in 2 finishes 
Chrome or Ultra Steel. 

Sustainability Efficiency Hygiene

F

https://idealstandard.ac-page.com/ukwashroom2021?solution=s21a6


Solution G

Public Washroom Low Traffic Full Refurbishment

Sector Traffic level Project type

 — Facilitate flow of people with consideration for natural queuing behaviours. 

 — Streamline running costs.

 — Reduce the use of water.

 — Improve hygiene.

 — Increase durability.

 — Make cleaning easy and efficient.

Indicative layout

Key benefits

Product breakdown

Prewall ProSys® WC Frame

Flushplates Oleas P3

WCs Edit R

Basins Edit S 500mm

Basin Mixers Intellimix®

Prewall ProSys® Urinal Frame

Urinals Sphero® Maxi E

Cost SavingEfficiency Hygiene



Solution G Low Traffic Full Refurbishment

Sector Traffic level Project type

Public Washroom 

Efficiency Cost Saving Hygiene



Solution G Public Washroom Low Traffic Full Refurbishment

Sector Traffic level Project type

Concept  
Seat and Cover

Edit S 
500mm

WC Basin

Edit R  
Wall Mounted  

Oleas P3  
Pneumatic Dual

WCFlushplate

• Pneumatic front actuation.

• Tool free maintenance.

• Water saving smart valve 
(delay fill).

• Easy adjustment to low 
water volume.

• WRAS approved. 

• Chrome. 

• Pneumatic actuation. 

• Designed to complement 
ProSys® frames. 

• Different finish options – 
white, chrome, brushed 
chrome.

• Easy operation. 

• Aquablade flush 
technology.

• Water efficient.

• Modern design.

• Thin sandwich design. 

• Slow close.

• Quick release for cleaning 
and easy replacement. 

• Edit S 50cm Washbasin.

• Square design particularly 
focussed on modern 
washrooms.

• For Countertop or  
wall mounting.

• Central overflow.

• Made in fine fireclay.

ProSys® 120 Depth  
WC Frame, Pneumatic.

Prewall

Efficiency Cost Saving Hygiene



Solution G Public Washroom Low Traffic Full Refurbishment

Sector Traffic level Project type

Not quite there?Ready to specify?

• Smart touchless tap that 
dispenses both water  
and soap.

• Encourages users to always 
wash with soap, the most 
important measure we can 
take to avoid getting sick 
and spreading infections.

• Reduces running costs.

• Next-gen sustainability.

• Simple maintenance. 

Intellimix® Smart Soap  
Integrated Sensor Tap

ProSys® Back Inlet  
Urinal Frame

PrewallMixer

• Frame with easy fix system 
offering a secure in wall 
solution.

• Adjustable wall brackets.

• Corrosion resistant.

• Frame tested to 130kg.

Sphero® Maxi  
Smart Sensor e-hybrid

Urinal

• 62cm smart sensor 
e-hybrid.

• Innovative smart sensor 
technology which can feed 
information via an app and 
BMS systems.

• For easy maintenance there 
is a clever hinged arm for 
access to the electronics 
and outlet assembly. 

• Anti-splash geometry.

• Smart sensor technology.

• Luxury Spherical design.

ProSys® Strut  
Accessory

Installation Installation

Urinal Flush Tank 
Accessory

• ProSys® Strut for urinal 
frame R010367 for  
use with the Sphero®  
E-Hybrid urinal.

• Hinge Strut. 

• Urinal Flush tank. 

Efficiency Cost Saving Hygiene

https://idealstandard.ac-page.com/ukwashroom2021?solution=s21a7


Solution H

Public Washroom Low Traffic Light Refurbishment 

Sector Traffic level Project type

 — Facilitate flow of people with consideration for natural queuing behaviours. 

 — Streamline running costs.

 — Reduce the use of water.

 — Improve hygiene.

 — Increase durability.

 — Make cleaning easy and efficient.

Indicative layout

Key benefits

Product breakdown

Prewall Conceala

Flushplates Karisma

WCs Edit R

Basins Edit L 500mm

Basin Mixers Sensorflow 21 Compact

Urinals Sphero® Midi

Flush Sensor Sensorflow 21

Prewall ProSys® Urinal Frame

Space 
Management

Efficiency Durability



Solution H Low Traffic Light Refurbishment 

Sector Traffic level Project type

Public Washroom

Efficiency Space 
Management

Durability



Solution Public Washroom Low Traffic Light Refurbishment 

Sector Traffic level Project type

Concept 
Seat and Cover

Edit L 
500mm

WC Basin

Edit R  
Wall Mounted  

WC

• Aquablade flush 
technology.

• Water efficient.

• Quiet operation. 

• Modern design.

• Slim with quick release, 
slow close.

• Thin sandwich design. 

• Quick release for cleaning 
and easy replacement. 

• Slim edged ceramic design.

• Central overflow.

• Extra hidden depth.

• Created with fine fireclay. 

• Side inlet.

• Suitable for low level 
applications.

• Components pre-fitted to 
reduce installation time.

• Pneumatic dual flush.

• Compact design.

• 6/4 litre flush.

Conceala 2  
Concealed Cistern

Cistern

Karisma
Dual Flush Plate

Flushplate

• Pneumatic operated.

• Chromium plated or satin 
chrome.

• Dual flush operation for 
water saving. 

Efficiency Space 
Management

Durability

H



Solution Public Washroom Low Traffic Light Refurbishment 

Sector Traffic level Project type

Not quite there?Ready to specify?

Sensorflow 21  
Compact Mixer

Mixer

• Hygienic “no touch” 
operation.

• Compact water saving.

• Anti-vandal outlet.

• 3.7 litre per minute flow 
regulator.

• WRAS accredited. 

ProSys®  
Urinal Frame

• Frame with easy fix system 
offering a secure in wall 
solution.

• Adjustable wall brackets.

• Corrosion resistant.

• Frame tested to 130kg.

• For use with Sensorflow 21 
electronic flushing system.

Prewall

Sphero® Midi 
55cm

• Back inlet, open shroud.

• New, contemporary 
designed wall urinal 
including spreader, waste, 
outlet adapter and wall 
hangers for concealed or 
exposed plumbing.

• Open bottom shroud for 
easy maintenance.

• Anti-splash geometry.

• Easy fix hanger.

• Top fixed waste.

Urinal

Sensorflow 21 
Panel Flush Sensor 

Flush Sensor

• Sensorflow 21 Panel 
Mounted Urinal Flush 
Sensor for High Pressure 
Systems.

• No touch urinal control  
for increased hygiene. 

• Sensor either surface  
or panel mounting,  
detects users presence  
and flushes when the  
user has moved away.

• Mains powered 
(transformer) with  
option to link up to  
5 units per main unit.

• DDA compliant.

• Available in 2 finishes 
Chrome or Ultra Steel. 

Efficiency Space 
Management

Durability

H
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Solution I

Office High Traffic Full Refurbishment

Sector Traffic level Project type

 — Reduce the use of water.

 — Keep washrooms looking cleaner for longer and limit the cost of cleaning.

 — Facilitate the flow of people without a sense of being rushed.

 — Create a sense of personal space.

 — Increase durability.

 — Add to ambience with music, lighting and fragrance.

 — Consider where people will place bags and how to use the golden. 

 triangle between the WC, basin and dryer. 

Indicative layout

Key benefits

Product breakdown

Prewall ProSys® WC Frame

Flushplates Altes NT1

Prewall Electronic conversion kit

WCs Edit L

Basins Silhoutte 2400mm

Basin Mixers Intellimix®, Wall Mounted

Prewall ProSys® Urinal Frame

Urinals Sphero® Maxi E

EfficiencyWellbeing Maintenance



Solution I Office High Traffic Full Refurbishment

Sector Traffic level Project type

Wellbeing Efficiency Maintenance



Solution Office High Traffic Full Refurbishment

Sector Traffic level Project type

Edit L  
Wall Mounted

WC

Altes NT1 Electronic  
Ceramic Dual Flushplate

Flushplate

• Proximity Ceramic Dual 
Flushplate.

• Luxury minimalist design.

• Hygienic & easy to clean.

• No touch through 
capacitive sensors.

• 2 finishes, black or white.

• Sleek, tapered design.

• Aquablade flush 
technology.

• Water efficient.

• Quiet operation.

Edit L  
Seat and Cover

WC

• Slow close. 

• Quick release for cleaning 
or easy replacement.

ProSys®

120 Mechnical Frame

Prewall

• ProSys® 1150mm height, 
120mm depth mechanical 
wall hung WC frame.

• Mechanical Actuation. 

• Tool-free maintenance.

• Water saving smart valve 
(delay fill).

• Easy adjustment to low 
water volume. 

• Class 2 WRAS approved.

ProSys®

Electronic Conversion Kit

Prewall

• ProSys® electronic 
conversion kit for proximity 
actuated flushplates – 120 
depth frames and cisterns.

• Electronic kit to enable 
Altes proximity actuated 
flushplates.

• Easy to install.

• Complete full kit.

Wellbeing Efficiency Maintenance

I



Solution Office High Traffic Full Refurbishment

Sector Traffic level Project type

Not quite there?Ready to specify?

Intellimix® Smart Soap  
Integrated Sensor Tap

Mixer

• Wall mounted. 

• Smart touchless tap  
that dispenses both  
water and soap.

• Encourages users to always 
wash with soap, the most 
important measure we can 
take to avoid getting sick 
and spreading infections.

• Reduces running costs.

• Next-gen sustainability.

• Simple maintenance. 

Silhouette 2400mm  
3 Person Washtrough

Basin

• With upstand & waste.

• Ideal for wherever multiple 
washing facilities are 
required.

• Solid surface. 

• Durable and repairable.

• Wall or vanity mounting.

• Hygienic non porous.

• Fire retardant.

ProSys® Back Inlet  
Urinal Frame

Prewall

• Frame with easy fix system 
offering a secure in wall 
solution.

• Adjustable wall brackets.

• Corrosion resistant.

• Frame tested to 130kg.

ProSys® Strut  
Accessory

Installation Installation

Urinal Flush Tank 
Accessory

• ProSys® Strut for urinal 
frame R010367 for  
use with the Sphero®  
E-Hybrid urinal.

• Hinge Strut. 

• Urinal Flush tank. 

Wellbeing Efficiency Maintenance

Sphero® Maxi  
Smart Sensor e-hybrid

Urinal

• 62cm smart sensor 
e-hybrid.

• Innovative smart sensor 
technology which can feed 
information via an app and 
BMS systems.

• For easy maintenance there 
is a clever hinged arm for 
access to the electronics 
and outlet assembly. 

• Anti-splash geometry.

• Smart sensor technology.

• Luxury Spherical design.

I
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Solution J

Office High Traffic Light Refurbishment 

Sector Traffic level Project type

 — Reduce the use of water.

 — Keep washrooms looking cleaner for longer and limit the cost of cleaning.

 — Facilitate the flow of people without a sense of being rushed.

 — Increase durability.

 — Add to ambience with music, lighting and fragrance.

Indicative layout

Key benefits

Product breakdown

Cistern Conceala 2

Flushplates Karisma

WCs Edit L

Basins Edit L Semi Countertop

Basin Mixers Intellimix®

Urinals Sphero® Midi

Prewall ProSys® Urinal Frame

Flush Sensor Sensorflow 21

Cost SavingSustainability Maintenance



Solution J High Traffic Light Refurbishment 

Sector Traffic level Project type

Office

Sustainability Cost Saving Maintenance



Solution Office High Traffic Light Refurbishment 

Sector Traffic level Project type

Edit L  
Back to Wall 

WC

• Sleek, tapered design.

• Aquablade flush 
technology.

• Water efficient.

• Quiet operation.

Edit L  
Semi-Countertop

Basin

• 50cm Semi-Countertop 
Washbasin.

• Light design with  
slim edges.

• Central overflow.

• Extra hidden depth.

• Created in fine fireclay.

• Side inlet.

• Suitable for low level 
applications.

• Components pre-fitted to 
reduce installation time.

• Pneumatic dual flush.

• Compact design.

• 6/4 litre flush.

Conceala 2  
Concealed Cistern

Cistern

Karisma
Dual Flush Plate

Flushplate

• Pneumatic operated.

• Chromium plated or satin 
chrome.

• Dual flush operation for 
water saving. 

Edit L  
Seat and Cover

WC

• Slow close. 

• Quick release for cleaning 
or easy replacement.

Sustainability Cost Saving Maintenance

J



Solution Office High Traffic Light Refurbishment 

Sector Traffic level Project type

Not quite there?Ready to specify?

Intellimix® Smart Soap  
Integrated Sensor Tap

Mixer

• Smart touchless tap that 
dispenses both water  
and soap.

• Encourages users to always 
wash with soap, the most 
important measure we can 
take to avoid getting sick 
and spreading infections.

• Reduces running costs.

• Next-gen sustainability.

• Simple maintenance. 

ProSys®  
Urinal Frame

• Frame with easy fix  
system offering a secure  
in wall solution.

• Adjustable wall brackets.

• Corrosion resistant.

• Frame tested to 130kg.

• For use with Sensorflow 21 
electronic flushing system.

Prewall

Sphero® Midi 
55cm

• Back inlet, open shroud.

• New, contemporary 
designed wall urinal 
including spreader, waste, 
outlet adapter and wall 
hangers for concealed  
or exposed plumbing.

• Open bottom shroud 
for easy maintenance.

• Anti-splash geometry.

• Easy fix hanger.

• Top fixed waste.

Urinal

Sensorflow 21 
Panel Flush Sensor 

Flush Sensor

• Sensorflow 21 Panel 
Mounted Urinal Flush 
Sensor for High Pressure 
Systems.

• No touch urinal control  
for increased hygiene. 

• Sensor either surface  
or panel mounting,  
detects users presence  
and flushes when the  
user has moved away.

• Mains powered 
(transformer) with  
option to link up to  
5 units per main unit.

• DDA compliant.

• Available in 2 finishes 
Chrome or Ultra Steel. 

Sustainability Cost Saving Maintenance

J
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Solution K

Office Low Traffic Full Refurbishment

Sector Traffic level Project type

 — Reduce the use of water.

 — Keep washrooms looking cleaner for longer and limit the cost of cleaning.

 — Facilitate the flow of people without a sense of being rushed.

 — Increase durability.

 — Add to ambience with music, lighting and fragrance.

Indicative layout

Key benefits

Product breakdown

Prewall ProSys® WC Frame

Flushplates Altes NT1

Prewall Electronic conversion kit

WCs Edit-R

Basins Marlow 21

Basin Mixers Intellimix®

Urinals Sphero® Maxi E

Prewall ProSys® Urinal Frame

WellbeingSustainability Durability



Solution K Low Traffic Full Refurbishment

Sector Traffic level Project type

Office

Sustainability Wellbeing Durability



Solution Office Low Traffic Full Refurbishment

Sector Traffic level Project type

Edit R
Seat and Cover

WC

• Slow close. 

• Quick release for cleaning 
and easy replacement.

Edit R Raised Height  
Back To Wall Toilet

Marlow 21  
Oval Under – Countertop

WC Basin

• 55 x 38cm Under – 
Countertop Washbasin.

• Modern oval design. 

• Overflow. 

• Made in fine fireclay.

• 55 x 38cm Under – 
Countertop Washbasin.

• Modern oval design. 

• Overflow. 

• Made in fine fireclay.

Edit R Wall  
Hung Toilet

WC

• Soft geometric style 
Aquablade flush 
technology.

• Water efficient.

• Quiet operation. 

• Hidden fixation system.

ProSys®

3 Height WC Frame
ProSys®

120 Mechnical Frame

PrewallPrewall

• Pneumatic actuation.

• 3 adjustable WC height 
options.

• Tool free maintenance.

• Water Saving smart valve 
(delay fill).

• Class 2 WRAS approved.

• ProSys® 1150mm height, 
120mm depth mechanical 
wall hung WC frame.

• Mechanical Actuation. 

• Tool-free maintenance.

• Water saving smart valve 
(delay fill).

• Easy adjustment to low 
water volume. 

• Class 2 WRAS approved.

Altes NT1 Electronic  
Ceramic Dual Flushplate

Flushplate

• Proximity Ceramic Dual 
Flushplate.

• Luxury minimalist design.

• Hygienic & easy to clean.

• No touch through 
capacitive sensors.

• 2 finishes, black or white. 

ProSys®

Electronic Conversion Kit

Prewall

• ProSys® electronic 
conversion kit for proximity 
actuated flushplates – 120 
depth frames and cisterns.

• Electronic kit to enable 
Altes proximity actuated 
flushplates.

• Easy to install.

• Complete full kit.

Sustainability Wellbeing Durability

K



Solution Office Low Traffic Full Refurbishment

Sector Traffic level Project type

Not quite there?Ready to specify?

Intellimix® Smart Soap  
Integrated Sensor Tap

Mixer

• Black Oynx. 

• Smart touchless tap that 
dispenses both water  
and soap.

• Encourages users to always 
wash with soap, the most 
important measure we can 
take to avoid getting sick 
and spreading infections.

• Reduces running costs.

• Next-gen sustainability.

• Simple maintenance.

ProSys® Back Inlet  
Urinal Frame

Prewall

• Frame with easy fix  
system offering a secure 
in wall solution.

• Adjustable wall brackets.

• Corrosion resistant.

• Frame tested to 130kg.

Sphero® Maxi  
Smart Sensor e-hybrid

Urinal

• 62cm smart sensor 
e-hybrid.

• innovative smart sensor 
technology which can feed 
information via an app and 
BMS systems.

• For easy maintenance there 
is a clever hinged arm for 
access to the electronics 
and outlet assembly. 

• Anti-splash geometry.

• Smart sensor technology.

• Luxury Spherical design.

ProSys® Strut  
Accessory

Installation Installation

Urinal Flush Tank 
Accessory

• ProSys® Strut for urinal 
frame R010367 for  
use with the Sphero®  
E-Hybrid urinal.

• Hinge Strut. 

• Urinal Flush tank. 

Sustainability Wellbeing Durability

K
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Solution L

Office Low Traffic Light Refurbishment 

Sector Traffic level Project type

— Calm ambience boosts customer wellbeing. 

— Screening creates efficent flow through space. 

— Products improve cleaning efficiency.  

— Improved water and carbon sustinability. 
 

Indicative layout

Key benefits

Product breakdown

Sustainability Wellbeing Efficiency

Cistern Conceala

Flushplates Karisma

WCs Edit L

Basins Edit L 400mm

Basin Mixers Intellimix®



Solution L Low Traffic Light Refurbishment 

Sector Traffic level Project type

Office

Wellbeing Sustainability Efficiency



Solution Office Low Traffic Light Refurbishment 

Sector Traffic level Project type

Not quite there?Ready to specify?

• Side inlet.

• Suitable for low level 
applications.

• Components pre-fitted to 
reduce installation time.

• Pneumatic dual flush.

• Compact design.

• 6/4 litre flush.

Conceala 2  
Concealed Cistern

Cistern

Karisma
Dual Flushplate

Flushplate

• Pneumatic operated.

• Chromium plated or satin 
chrome.

• Dual flush operation for 
water saving. 

Edit L  
Back to Wall

WC

• Sleek, tapered design.

• Aquablade flush 
technology.

• Water efficient.

• Quiet operation.

Edit L  
Seat and Cover

WC

• Slow close. 

• Quick release for cleaning 
or easy replacement.

Edit L Vessel  
- 400mm

Basin

• 400mm Vessel Washbasin.

• Light design with slim 
edged ceramics. 

• Compact size.

• Made in fine fireclay.

Wellbeing Sustainability Efficiency

Intellimix® Smart Soap  
Integrated Sensor Tap

Mixer

• Black Oynx. 

• Smart touchless tap that 
dispenses both water  
and soap.

• Encourages users to always 
wash with soap, the most 
important measure we can 
take to avoid getting sick 
and spreading infections.

• Reduces running costs.

• Next-gen sustainability.

• Simple maintenance.

L
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